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The intersection of  
 health and design 

Many people think that design is about creating 

beautiful, functional objects and products. They 

are right.  Well-designed products work well and 

look great but good design can also improve our 

lives and offer possible solutions to the curveballs 

life throws our way.

Good design can actually improve our health.  

There are many designers working in the realm 

of medical technology, health promotion, hospital 

design and experiences that are focused on 

making people well.

Design Bugs Out is the name of a UK  

Design Council project where designers and  

manufacturers worked with healthcare 

professionals on how to make hospitals cleaner 

and safer places for patients. They developed 

new pieces of hospital furniture that make 

cleaning quicker and easier and eliminate dirt 

traps, reducing the risk of infection. Another 

team of designers, from the Royal College of 

Art, redesigned six everyday items of hospital 

equipment that pose a hygiene risk on the ward 

because they frequently come into close contact 

with both staff and patients – simple things like 

blood pressure cuffs, curtain clips and wipe  

dispensers. Combining the professional expertise 

of healthcare workers with the ingenuity and 

creativity of designers has seen significant 

reductions in levels of infection in the UK  

hospitals taking part in the project.

CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade has some 

great examples of how Australian designers are 

approaching questions of health and wellbeing in 

their work.  Healthabitat, George Khut and Leah 

Heiss are just three CUSP designers focusing on 

health outcomes.

Healthabitat, in their ‘Housing for Health’ projects, 

use designers to improve the living environment 

of the poorest people in Australia and, more 

recently, in a several countries overseas. Teams 

of people - local community members, trades, 

engineers, statisticians, industrial designers, 

environmental health specialists and medical 

doctors - all of whom share one simple aim; to 

work to identify and implement simple solutions 

to immediately improve living standards and 

improve health   

Healthabitat identified nine practices for healthy 

living, a design process which aims to stop 

people getting sick. Housing for Health projects 

do not test houses to find faults, rather to fix 

them and improve their health function. When 

Housing for Health projects tested over 7,600 

houses in remote communities often lived in by 

Indigenous Australians, only 35 percent had a 

working shower. The projects introduce changes 

to the homes in communities and have now have 

improved over 3,800 showers, with 85 per cent  

of houses now having working showers. 

Brighthearts is an application designed to help 

seriously ill children manage stress and anxiety 

while undergoing painful procedures in hospital.  

Using a clip on heart monitor and an iPad, the 

‘App’ creates a biofeedback loop of calming 

colours and sounds that interpret and respond  

to the child’s heart rate, making them 

George Khut, Bright Hearts prototype (Cardiomorpholigies iOS), 2012, i-Pad still. 
Image: Courtesy of the artist.
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progressively calmer and better able to cope with 

the stress of procedures, and allowing their  

bodies to heal.

George Khut, who developed Brighthearts (see 

previous image) with Dr Angie Morrow—a 

paediatrician with Kids Rehab at The Children’s 

Hospital at Westmead in NSW—invites us to 

understand our world through sensation. Khut is 

an artist and design researcher working across 

electronic art, design and health. Over the past 

decade, he has designed body-focused interactive 

artworks that allow us to reflect on our relationship 

to the world around us, and inside us. 

Melbourne-based artist and designer, Leah Heiss, 

has set out to change the way some medical 

devices work, making them more desirable for 

patients and increasing their performance with new 

technology. Early in her research, Heiss discovered 

that many people opt out of wearing or using their 

medical devices (such as hearing aid technologies 

or medic jewellery) because they are perceived to 

be unattractive and have a social stigma attached. 

Heiss’ 2007-8 Diabetes Neckpiece is a shining 

example of one of her revolutionary and attractive 

designs. Crafted as a desirable piece of jewellery, 

Diabetes Neckpiece is an alternative to a syringe, 

functioning to painlessly and discreetly administer 

insulin to diabetes sufferers using nanotechnology. 

CUSP presents a collection of Heiss’ projects 

categorised as ‘therapeutics’, including a series  

of hearing technologies for the hearing impaired, 

high performance medic jewellery, an ECG 

neckpiece to discreetly measure heart rate and her 

Seed Sensor, a swallowable device that unfurls in 

the digestive tract like a flower, collecting bubbles 

of gas that can be an early indicator of disease.

Designers bring creativity, ingenuity and a 

disciplined design process to their work. This 

enables them to discover, create, test and retest 

possible solutions to even the most difficult  

and personal of human problems – our health  

and wellbeing. 

www.cusp-design.com 
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